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Abstract 
 
The paper presents dual arm ROV manipulation using deep reinforcement learning. The purpose of this    

underwater manipulator is to investigate and excavate natural resources in ocean, finding lost aircraft      

blackboxes and for performing other extremely dangerous tasks without endangering humans. This research 

work emphasizes on a self-learning approach using Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL). DRL technique al-

lows ROV to learn the policy of performing manipulation task directly, from raw image data. Our proposed 

architecture maps the visual inputs (images) to control actions (output) and get reward after each action, which 

allows an agent to learn manipulation skill through trial and error method. We have trained our network in simu-

lation. The raw images and rewards are directly provided by our simple Lua simulator. Our simulator achieve 

accuracy by considering underwater dynamic environmental conditions. Major goal of this research is to provide 

a smart self-learning way to achieve manipulation in highly dynamic underwater environment. The results 

showed that a dual robotic arm trained for a 3DOF movement successfully achieved target reaching task in a 2D 

space by considering real environmental factor.  
 

Keywords: Remotely operated vehicle (ROV), Deep reinforcement learning (DRL), Visual perception, Robot operating  

system(ROS), Degree of freedom (DOF), Convolutional neural network (CNN). 

 

 
 

1. Introduction  

 Self-learning technique play an important role in Today’s world of Robotics. These technique makes       

potentially strong robot who can successfully adapt to the unmanned life-threatening environments like      

underwater scientific missions, space research etc. These real-life environments are highly dynamic and can 

hardly be controlled. Existing robotics science has shown outstanding performance in well-arranged industrial          

environment, but has failed to adapt to new and unfamiliar real environment, where background is complex and  

hard to predict. 

To deal with such highly dynamic environments, robots should be potentially capable to manipulate in real   

situations. Like humans gain manipulation skills by learning from observation and improving from mistakes.  

Similarly, recent research trends aim to solve this problem by enabling robots to understand manipulation tasks 

from visual input and master manipulation skills through trial and error using deep reinforcement learning.   
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Deepmind’s Deep Q-Network approach (Mnih et al., 2015) showed that a deep learning system could take im-

ages and directly evaluate control actions for Atari video games, albeit all in simulation. While this result is an 

important and exciting breakthrough, we have found that it does not apply directly to robotics application. 

 Zhang et al. (2015) have utilized the exact same architecture (Mnih, et al., 2015) to learn the optimal control 

policies for a Baxter robot arm (Zhang et al., 2015). It was the first partially successful integration of deep learn-

ing with real robot framework. Instead of controlling the entire 7DOF of the robot arm, only the 3DOF were 

controlled via simulation. In this paper training was done under simulation environment and, transferring the 

control system to real-time robots proved to be detrimental for safety and performance. The network readily 

adapted to the  reaching task and showed impressive results in simulation but showed poor performance when 

transferred to a real robot.  

Experiments indicated that the inflexibility was related to perception, not control. To deal with above      

mentioned problem author conducted further investigations on perception adaptation and policy search for     

vision-based target reaching on a robotic arm, with the aim of adapting pre-trained networks for real-world     

applications in a feasible and low-cost way (Zhang et al., 2016). Here author introduced a bottleneck between 

perception and control, allowing the networks to be trained independently. The network is trained in simulation 

and fine tuned by a limited number of real-world images. 

Research paper (Levine, Finn, et al., 2016; Levine, Pastor, et al., 2016) used deep neural networks to perform 

robotic tasks based directly on image data, such as object grasping and bottle cap screwing. However, most ex-

isting works achieved good but not perfect performance due to the collection of large-scale datasets or additional 

constraints for optimization. To reduce the cost of collecting large-scale real datasets for robotic applications 

recent research trend emphasize to train in simulation and then transfer to a real world robotic setup. Another 

technique like visual servoing control scheme (Andrej & Li, 2015) that was designed to provide a human opera-

tor the capability to steer vehicle without losing the target from the vision system’s field of view but this research 

method needs human intervention.  

The above-mentioned research paper achieves robot control, target reaching and manipulation using DRL in 

offices, labs or industrial background. But the research efforts in outdoor environment like underwater robotics, 

space research require design of autonomous robot to give a quick solution for action-decision problem. An    

autonomous robot is designed to accomplish a mission and its architecture must achieve this mission by       

generating proper actions. Main challenge in front of this architecture was to achieve parallel execution in real 

time. To deal with above mentioned problems existing main research goal is to study and develop fully        

autonomous ROV to achieve accurate action-decision parameters from self-learning. The use of this          

self-learning algorithm improves the efficiency of the initial behaviors. 

The research carried out on self-learning principle succeeded with the development of the semi-online neural  

Q-learning (SONQL) method (Carreras et al., 2007), the algorithm proposed by this paper uses a database of the 

most recent learning samples to accelerate and improve the convergence. Each SONQL algorithm represents an 

independent, reactive and adaptive state-action mapping. The SONQL was also investigated by experiment on a 

mobile robot for a target-following task. But big disadvantage of this method is huge data base requirement. It’s 

not feasible for real time learning.  

Motivation of our research is the study and development of RL-based behaviors and their application to ROVs 

in real robotic task. Industries around the world continuously working on various technologies applied to several 

underwater scenarios, such as environmental monitoring, oceanographic research or maintenance. Our research 

applies deep reinforcement learning (DRL) techniques for autonomy improvement of an ROV. DRL based ROV 

manipulation are attractive for utilization in these areas because of their non-reliance on human operator.  

This paper presented DRL-based self-learning system for a target reaching task as a part of dual arm ROV  

manipulation. We focused on learning RL skills from visual observation of the manipulator, without any prior 

knowledge of configuration or joint state. The proposed system consisted of two important components, a dual 

robotic arm trained for a 3DOF target reaching task in a 2D space (a plane) and DQN learner. In this paper, we 

are focusing on a simple target reaching task, an important component of general manipulation tasks such as 

object grasping, picking up is still in progress. We train and evaluate agents in simulation for target reaching 
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experiments as a part of dual arm ROV manipulation project. The experiments in simulation were conducted 

with varying levels of noise and non-stationary target which are common concerns in underwater dynamic                   

environmental conditions. 

2. Background  

In this section, we will formulate the deep reinforcement learning and describe the existing algorithmic  

foundations on which we build the methods for this work. The goal in reinforcement learning is to control 

an agent attempting to maximize a reward function which, in the context of a robotic skill, denotes a        

user-provided definition of what the robot should try to accomplish. 

The Atari game playing Deep-Q-Network (DQN) (Mnih, et al., 2015) has shown that the visual inputs 

from a game emulator can be directly mapped to the best action to take (button to press) via CNN (convolu-

tional neural network) with a deep neural network. The network successfully learned to play 49 different 

games solely based on the reward provided by the game score. The DQN uses a CNN to approximate an 

optimal action value (also known as Q-value) function. 

 

  ∗( ,  ) =    [∑           |   
 
     =  ,    =  ,   ] 

    (1) 

 

Eq. 1 defines the maximum sum of future expected rewards rt at each time step t, when following a       

behavior policy π = P (a |s) that determines which action “a” to take in each state s. γ is a discount factor 

applied to future rewards. The use of a CNN is the novelty of DQN, allowing the state to be represented by a 

high-dimensional raw-pixel image, since latent state features can be extracted by the convolutional layers. 

CNN main use is to extract high and low-level features from preprocess input images. Once the function is 

learned, the action with the maximum Q-value for a given input image will be performed. 

Vision-based robotic manipulation is the process by which robots use their manipulators such as robotic 

arms to rearrange environments (Hausknecht & Stone, 2015; Zhang, et al., 2015), based on camera images. 

Inspired by the DQN, author implemented a simple simulator for robotic planar reaching, providing a virtual       

environment for a DQN to learn. Through the simulator, a DQN agent learned to control the robotic arm to 

reach towards a target (Zhang, et al., 2015). However, they have found that a deep network trained in      

simulation was not directly transferable into the real world. 

One of the important drawbacks of DRL algorithms and visuo-motor architectures (Andrej & Li, 2015) 

was the lack of capability to transfer learning. It was difficult to transfer skills and use the knowledge of 

already learnt policies to learn more complicated policies. A mechanism needs to be developed so that poli-

cies doesn’t have to be learnt from scratch, but can be inherited. 

Main problems in existing DRL system is temporally spread out rewards which lead to credit assignment 

problem in RL. Thus, the reward structure too needs to be accurately designed. There have been several 

works going on in this field to incorporating intrinsic motivation in reinforcement learning as a method to 

induce temporal abstractions in agents (Chentanez et al., 2005). Setups proposed here can be used to learn 

task just as a human does by learning step by step and action planning with hierarchical manner. Another 

most     important aspect of DRL that hasn’t been touched yet is to design the approach that holds 

significant potential in learning robotic manipulation tasks with minimal trials. The central idea behind this 

approach was to create a model which is based on a valid assumption as humans/animals doesn’t always 

learn actions from scratch, but take advantage of already well-developed models of their body and physics. 

It can be concluded that for ROV manipulation continuous action domain algorithms are the most fruitful 

and applicable. Further, it can be observed that there is a trend towards exploration of sample and time 

efficient algorithms, having solved both continuous state and action space problems. 
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Figure 1. Convolutional Neural Network for ROV Manipulation 

3. Proposed Architecture 

Fig. 1 above shows schematic illustration of the convolutional neural network. Our architecture contains 

three convolutional layers and two fully connected layers. Fig. 1 shows the architecture, where input to    

neural network consists of an 84 x 84 x 4 image produced by preprocessing step.  

To evaluate our DQN agent performance for ROV manipulation, we have generated (dual arm target   

reaching task) images via our Lua based simulator. Fig. 2 shows our proposed system overview. Our      

proposed DRL agents send control action to control dual robotic arm manipulation. Lua based          

simulator generates images, reward, terminal state and completion state information. 

3.1 Preprocessing 

 Working directly with raw image (generated using Lua based simulator) frames, which are 320 x 520  

pixel images with a 128-colour palette (RGB), can be demanding in terms of computation and memory     

requirements. We apply a basic preprocessing step aimed at reducing the input dimensionality. First, we    

extract the Y channel, also known as luminance, from the RGB frame and second rescale it to 84 x 84. The 

function ϕ from algorithm 1 applies this preprocessing to the m most recent frames and stacks them to  

produce the input to the Q-function, in which m = 4, although the algorithm is robust to different values of 

m. Preprocessing step as shown in the Fig. 3. 

 

 

Figure 2. Overall System Overview 
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 Table 1 Convolution Neural Network 

Layer Description 

Conv1 Convolution and Rectified Linear Activation (84x84x4 input) 

Conv2 Convolution and Rectified Linear Activation (40x40x32 input) 

Conv3 Convolution and Rectified Linear Activation (40x40x64 input) 

FC1 Fully Connected Layer with Rectified Linear Activation (7x7x64 input) 

FC2 Fully Connected Layer with Rectified Linear Activation (512 input) 

 

Table 2 Build Convolution Neural Network 

Layer Input Filter size Stride 
Number 

of filters 
Activation Output 

Conv1 84x84x4 8x8 4 32 ReLU 84x84x32 

Conv2 40x40x32 4x4 2 64 ReLU 40x40x64 

Conv 3 40x40x64 3x3 1 64 ReLU 40x40x64 

Fc1 7x7x64 
   

ReLU 512 

Fc2 512 
   

ReLU 9 (SA) 

 

3.2 Model architecture   

There are several possible ways of parameterizing Q using a neural network. Because Q maps history–

action pairs to scalar estimates of their Q-value. In this research, images (visual perception) and reward         

(action’s feedback) have been used as inputs to the neural network. The main advantage of this type of      

architecture is the ability to compute Q-values for all possible actions in each given state with only a single 

forward pass through the network. Details about each layer in CNN and how to build it is shown in        

the Table 1 and Table 2. 

The detail architecture, shown schematically in Fig. 1, is as follows. The input to the neural network     

consists of an 84 x 84 x 4 images produced by the preprocessing step explained above. The first hidden layer 

convolves 32 filters of 8 x 8 with stride 4 with the input image and applies rectifier nonlinearity. The second 

convolves 64 filters of 4 x 4 with stride 2, again followed by rectifier nonlinearity. This is followed by a 

third convolutional layer that convolves 64 filters of 3 x 3 with stride 1 followed by a rectifier. The final 

hidden layer is fully-connected and consists of 512 rectifier units. The output layer is a fully-connected           

linear layer with a single output for each valid action. The numbers of valid actions are 9 in our case. CNN 

used for high and low-level feature extraction and map action from state to output. We have implemented 

DQN algorithm for training. The DQN network follows ε-Greedy method which is basically used for policy 

search in Q-learning. It also finds out loss in given network, calculate accurate Q value function for (s, a) 

pair. Currently we have implemented our source code using simple CNN architecture + DQN algorithm 

based on reference paper (Mnih, et al., 2015; Zhang, et al., 2015). 

 
Figure 3. Image Preprocessing 
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Figure 4. Understanding of Backpropagation 

3.3 Training   

In the training phase we are using DQN to train CNN. DQN adjust CNN filter values (or weights) through 

a training process called backpropagation. Backpropagation can be separated into 4 distinct sections as 

shown in the below Fig. 4. 

 

 

This phase train CNN network so that it will predict accurate Q-values. We’re trying to optimize Q     

function. 

 

  ∗( ,  ) =   [   + γ    + γ     + ⋯ |  =  ,    =  ,   ] 
    (2) 

 

Above equation optimize Q-function and gives us Q* which is the max Q value of overall Q’s. To figure 

out how we’re going to train this network so that it will predict accurate Q-values, we solved it by           

comparing predicted Q function to some expected one, and then adjusted in the correct direction. This      

process explained in detail in the algorithm1. 

In our source code, we have created a set of experiences that store the agent’s state, action, reward, and 

next state for every time step. We have a replay memory D which contains (si, ai, ri, si+1) a bunch of            

different time steps. This dataset gets built over time, as the agent interacts more with the              

environment. Suppose we take a random batch of this data then it computes the loss function for each of 

them, and then follow the gradient to improve our Q function approximation. 

 

    (  ) =     , , ,    ~  ( )  (  +     
        

 ,  
 ;   

 
 −      

 ,  
 ;   

 
  )    

  (3) 

 

Algorithm 1 shows a detail loss function implementation. It optimizes the mean squared error (MSE which 

is ½ times (actual - predicted) squared) between the Q network function approximation (Q (s, a, θ)) and the  

Q learning targets. To explain quickly, this Q learning target is the reward r plus the maximum Q value (in 

the next time step) that you can get from some action a’. Once the loss function is computed, the derivatives 

are taken w.r.t theta values (or the weight vector of conv filter). These weight values are then updated to 

minimize the loss function. 

The process of forward pass, loss function, and conv filter weight update is generally called one epoch. Our 

program will repeat this process for a fixed number of epochs for each set of training images. Once the pro-

gram finishes parameter update on the last training example, the network should be trained well enough so 

that the weights of the layers are tuned correctly. 
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4. Test-Bed Setup 

To evaluate the feasibility of the DQN-based system in learning ROV manipulation, we did some        

experiments in simulation. The experiments consist of two phases: training in simulation, testing in      

simulation. 

For this we used PCs equipped with Ubuntu 14.04 (64-bit) over Ubuntu 16.04 because many of deep   

learning software can work well with Ubuntu 14.04. Many of them don’t support 32-bit version so we used 

64-bit operating system. We choose Torch/ LuaJit because our research work focused on real            

implementation and Lua is much faster than existing deep learning tools. 

 

Algorithm 1: Deep Q-learning to Train Proposed Network 

Initialize an empty replay memory D 

Initialize the DQN with random (small) weights θ 

For episode =1, K do 

          Initialize sequences and preprocess raw images 

              If previous trial finished then  

                  Start a new trial 

                  Randomly generate configurations Q and Q∗            

              End 

      For i = 1, I do  

           Choose an action a to perform in the current state s  

 with an ε-Greedy strategy (with ε annealed from 1.0 to 0.1) 

           Perform a and receive reward R (s, a) 

           Observe the new state S (s, a) 

           Add (s, a, R (s, a), S (s, a)) to replay memory D 

           Sample a minibatch of tuples (si, ai, ri , si+1) from the  

replay memory D and perform stochastic gradient descent on the DQN,  

based on the loss function 

              (  (  ,  )  − (  + γ   
 

   (    ,  )))
  

            Where Q’ (si,) is computed by feeding s into DQN 

            If next state is not terminal go back to step 1 

      End For    

End For 
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Figure 5. Implementation Strategy for ROV Manipulation 

 

Fig. 5 shows our implementation strategy for ROV manipulation via simulation using deep reinforcement 

learning. Linux was base operating system in case of both the agent and environment state. To achieve ROV 

manipulation we have implemented deep reinforcement learning algorithm under Torch/LuaJit platform. 

Here reward, images generated by our simulation file written in Lua environment. That file sent images, 

reward to DQN agent. Agent fed that input images to CNN architecture after preprocessing step. Here we 

used deep   q network to learn about best suitable combination among state action pair. Based on received 

data network trained DQN agent and got best action for given instance.  

Below Fig. 6 shows implementation strategy via simulation. Here Rovdualarmmanipulation.lua is our Lua 

based simulator generated images, rewards and sends it to Train_rovmanipulation.lua file. This file sent 

them to NeuralQLearner.lua file. NeuralQLerner.lua file implemented CNN to map action to output. Here 

DQN implemented gridy epsilon policy method to train the network. 

This section shortly describes our source code structure and important highlights from existing          

implementation. Convent_ROV.lua file contained proposed CNN model which extracts high level features 

from preprocessing images. Image preprocessing achieved via scale.lua file. Raw image frames, fed to 

scale.lua file which was 320 x 520-pixel images with 128 color palettes. It can be computationally demand-

ing. So, we applied basic preprocessing step aimed at reducing the input dimensionality. The raw frames 

were        preprocessed by first converting their RGB representation to gray scale (Y-luminance) and 

down-scale them to 84 x 84. 

In our source code, NeuralQLearner.lua file contains source code for mapping action to output and update 

with respect to time. Q-value calculated using Q-learning function. To collect a set amount of history      

(experiences) the model uses an epsilon greedy strategy to select an action randomly. The resulting state, 

reward and actions are recorded in within the replay memory of the agent. Where a memory refers to an 

array. This array maintains a set size - new items replace the oldest values. It is expected that this process 

would be beneficial to the model so that it can improve more quickly over time. 
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Figure 6. Implementation Strategy for ROV Manipulation 

 

We have trained ROV dual arm for a 3DOF target reaching task in a 2D space (a plane). Our DQN agent 

provided nine options for action that controls dual arm movements. In the ROV manipulation task, a reward 

value will be returned for per interval.  

The reward value is determined by a reward function introduced in algorithm 2. If the dual arm end effec-

tor gets closer to the target then reward function returns 1; if gets further, returns -1; otherwise returns 0. 

The goal is to get an as high as possible reward before the game terminates. From the start of the reward 

function to its terminal count as one episode. 
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Table 3: DQN Agent and Simulation Settings 

DQN Agent for ROV Dual Arm Manipulation Simulation Setting 

Agent A Ideal Environment Condition (No Image Noise, Fixed Target Position) 

Agent B Real Environment Condition (Image Noise, Fixed Target Position) 

Agent C Real Environment Condition (Image Noise, Moving Target Position) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                              

 

 

 

 

]5. Result and Analysis 

In this section, we evaluate the capability of our DQN for underwater ROV manipulation. Natural       

environment makes it a challenging task as, image processing is demanding in underwater environment,   

also target reaching is difficult for ROV dual arm due to continuous movement of target. So, to make our   

simulation more robust and realistic we adapted some real environment challenging factor and trained our 

agents with different simulator settings. The different settings include sensing noise, target movement          

variations etc. The setting details for training our DQN agents are shown in Table 3. Their screenshots as 

shown in Fig. 7, respectively. 

Agent A trained to learn target reaching in ideal environmental situation. It didn’t consider any kind of im-

age distortion and learn to reach for fixed target position. On the other hand, agent B consider real demand-

ing task underwater ROV facing on the regular basic which is distorted visual perception due to noise and 

simulated image sensing noise. Agent c trained to learn target reaching task for non-stationary object. 

Algorithm 2: Reward Function for ROV Manipulation 

Distance = CalculateDis (TargetPoint, EndPointofArm)  

Difference = CurrentDistance – PreviousDistance 

 Repeat      

      If (Difference > 0) Then 

                  Reward = -1 

      Else if (Difference < 0) Then 

                   Reward = 1 

      Else  

                   Reward = 0 

      End 

               RewardSumation = ∑ Reward perinterval 

                    If (RewardSumation < -1) Then 

                          Terminal = true 

                    Else  

                           Terminal = false 

                    End    

 Until completion = true            
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Figure 7. ROV Simulator Screenshot Images Asper Setting Mentioned in Table 3 

 

 

All the simulation parameters are selected at a first time-step and maintain throughout each round. All 
agents were train separately for more than 2 days. We are seeking better way to reduce this training 
time. 

Fig. 8. Shows the Q-value curves with respect to training steps (in RL term well known as epoch). The 

process of forward pass, loss function (explain in algorithm 1), and CONV filter (parameter ‘w’) weight   

update is generally called one epoch. The program will repeat this process for a fixed number of epochs. 

Here 10 training steps indicate 10 epochs. Each epoch contains several training steps. Fig. 8 shows           

converging case up to 80 epochs. The maximum action Q- values are the average of the estimated maximum 

Q-values from all the available states in transition table. 

 

 
Figure 8. Max Q-Value Vs Training Steps 
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Figure 9. Success Rates Vs Training Steps 

 

From Fig. 8, we can observe that all the three agents converge towards saturation points. We can see from 

graph after 40 training steps all three agents converge towards certain Q-value. But from our research study 

of the entire recent research article (Mnih, et al., 2015; Zhang, et al., 2015) we have concluded that higher  

Q-value always does not mean great performance by agent. Because we cannot completely rely on this     

Q-values as they cannot completely indicate the target reaching performance. 

We also did some experiments to check our DQN agent’s performance for target reaching. Fig. 9 shows the 

success rates (in percentage) of agents A, B and C after certain training steps. The success rates of each 

agent were individually tested with the same simulator setting in which it was trained. All agents were 

trained for more than 48 hours separately. Below figure shows the success rates of different agents up to 4 

million training steps. 

Although Fig. 9 shows data changing trends in success rates, but some minor success rate distortions    

happen occasionally. We can find that the success rate of agent A, B and C normally goes up after few    

training steps. This is because in the training process, agents try to adapt to the real environmental factor 

such as noise, target movement etc.  

However main highlight from this graph is unlike RL agent theoretical concept (DQN agent success rate 

should be improve with proper reward function) success rate of Agent A, B and C goes down after 2 million 

training steps. But average maximum Q-value keep on increasing. So, we can conclude that even     

though our all three agents able to extract data changing trends in success rates and Q-value, but they are 

still       insufficient to extract the ground truth.  

With the detailed study, we realized that success rate going down after several training steps is but obvious 

because there is no direct relation between success rates, Q-value and reward function. These are independ-

ent phenomena. In current situation, our reward function worked based on distance change between ROV’s 

dual arm and target point. If dual arm reached near target it gives us higher Q-value. But higher Q-value 

does not mean stable performance as they cannot indicate target reaching task completion. Because target 

reaching task is ongoing learning process. So, success rate and Q-value are two independent phenomena. 
From above two graphs we can see that our all three DQN able to learn target reaching task and adopt real 

environment factors like noise, distortion etc. from exploration in simulation. 

6. Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper, we have proposed our current research status regarding dual arm ROV manipulation for    

target reaching using deep reinforcement learning. As a part of dual arm ROV manipulation we focused on 

learning RL skills from visual observation and reward, which allows an agent to learn manipulation skill 
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through trial and error method without any prior knowledge of configuration. We have trained dual robotic 

arm for a 3DOF target reaching task in a 2D space (a plane). Simulation result showed impressive perfor-

mance by our DQN agent in real environmental situation and achieved target reaching task as a part of dual 

arm ROV manipulation project.  

We have implemented our DQN under Torch+LuaJit Framework. In real world setup, we are using ROS 

interface to control underwater ROV. Proposed DQN agent communicates with ROS interface via our own 

ROS + Lua interface node. Currently our DQN agent can partially control real ROV via ROS. These days 

we are seeking a better way to deal with some communication problem between Torch+LuaJit and ROS       

environment. 

Underwater ROV manipulation needs clear image data for target reaching task. But underwater drastic    

environmental conditions exhibit brittleness due to visual perception problem. In our                 

proposed architecture, convolutional layers handle perception function. Thus, to deal with more complex   

images we are planning to modify our architecture using recurrent neural network. As it can be easily handle 

complex image processing to solve visual perception problem. Another challenge is to effectively guide dual 

arm for target reaching. So along with smart visual perception method we also need to design optimal re-

ward function. Optimal reward function can effectively handle dual arm ROV manipulation, improve learn-

ing speed and easily track moving object. Finally, to improve success rate we need to find out effective and 

efficient guided policy search method. Smart policy search method can rapidly obtain enough knowledge on 

the task to learn and achieve target reaching task in less time than existing method. 
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